CHAPTER III
T H E VENEREAL DISEASES I N T H E
W A R O F 1914-18

THERE
is no alleviation of the sufferings of mankind, except veracity of
thought and action and the resolute facing of the world as it is. (T. H.
Huxley. )
Man has not yet become physiologically adapted to his social state:
the good of the family indicates one course of conduct, man’s constitution compels another. It is an evidence of progress that, as a community,
we place the benefit of the family before the desires and comfort of the
individual; but doing this, we are placed in the dilemma that the performance ol physiological function, save under the aegis of monogamic
marriage, becomes regarded as anti-social. . . . And as the sense of social
duty is a plant of slow growth . . . it has followed that the whole matter
of sexual conduct has for generations been surrounded with an atmosphere of insincerity, not to say hypocrisy. . . . It is the knowledge of
this insincerity, which in the past has permeated the whole treatment of
the matter, that makes it so difficult for most of us to take up the public
discussion! (J. G. Adami.)l

Of feeding, breathing, reproduction, and social intercourse
the four prime organic compulsions in the human life-process
of which advantage is taken by parasitic micro-organisms to
make entry into his body-there remain only to be examined
in the A.I.F. the several types of infection conveyed through
the reproductive act.
Venereal disease was a cause of medical concern in the
war, and is a subject of study in its medical history, in three
main aspects. First, as it influences the achieving of victory;
second, as it menaced national health and the national amour
propre ; third, as a scientific problem in preventive and clinical
medicine. And in this chapter the individual, humanitarian,
religious, social, and philosophic aspects of the subject can be
touched upon only in so far as they affect these three interests.
In accordance with the policy adopted in this work clinical
problems are not dealt with.
1 Col J. G . Adami, F.R S , C A M.C , sometime Strathcona Professor of Pathology
and Bacteriology at McCill University, Montreal, Bntish Medlcal J m t m a l , 25 .Ian.
1918 f i . 98
At the outbreak of the war Professor Adami was made responsible
for (he historical records of the C A.M C. He died on 29 August 1926.
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The “V.D.” problem in the A.1.F presents itself in five
clear-cut phases: in Egypt, 1914-15; in Egypt, 1916-19; in
the United Kingdom, 1916-19; on the Western Front, 1916-19;
and in Australia throuphout the war. The
Oeneral review first two have received attention in Volume I .
of the problem
This chaDter therefore deals with the remaining three and is particularly concerned with ( a ) the prevention
of infection and disease; ( b ) the treatment of diseased men
and their disposal ; ( c ) the military and national consequences
of these diseases.
The facts and figures concerning V.D. in the war might
be presented in the form of statistical tables and military
orders : it is quite impossible to study the subject without
“appreciating” all the factors involved whose resultant is the
curve of incidence of the diseases. The importance of the
matter requires that such study be attempted.
Evolutionary factors. The quaint coincidence that two or
three denizens of the parasitic underworld should have evolved
their life-historv on the mechanism of the rein
productive funltion in man,2 and that his own
the problem
social evolution has prescribed that the details
of the sexual process shall be subject to rigid socio-religious
control and treated as a “mystery”, has brought many embarrassments. One of the d o s t serious is a conflict, in medical
sociology, between reason and fetish which, in Australia, until
the Great War, kept this terrible group of diseases almost
wholly outside the scope of the new science of preventive
medicine and thereby involved civilised man in unnecessary
physical degradation and his women-f olk and children in much
needless misery and suffering. These same taboos at the outset
of the war of 1914-18 imposed on the troops of the British
Empire, and in particular those of the dominions, unnecessary
.2

a That man should be specially selected for this exploitation is curious. “Surra”
disease of the horse seems the only reflection of the venereal diseases of man in
the a-moral sphere of the lower animals. I n the A I F. venereal disease contracted
The immense trouble caused by
otherwise than in the sexual act was very rare
gonorrhoea1 ophthalmia in Napoleon’s campaign in Egypt, had no reflection in this
war. At the same time, the attitude that would restrict the pathogenic outlook in
gonorrhoea and syphilis to the most obvious mode of transmission by the act of coition
cannot be too strongly condemned. Epidemics of gonorrhoea in Children’s Hospitals,
an ever-present men:;e,
illuminate the problem of the pathogenesis
I n parts of
Arabia syphilis (as Bejel”) is not a sexual disease, but a n extra-genital disease
of children which having got a hold in that stage of the social life-cycle of its
host, is maintained by successive generations of children through their habits at
that particular stage (See Rritrsh Med Jour. 12 June, 1937, pp 1219-20).
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impediments in meeting a well-known menace, and on the medical services a needless aggravation of a sufficiently difficult task.
The diseases. W e are concerned with three conditions,
syphilis, gonorrhoea, and ~ h a n c r o i d .Clinically
~
these are distinct, each requiring a special and elaborate technique. In the
Army, as in civil life, they demanded, as will be seen later,
special organisation and arrangements. But though the parasites
responsible for these diseases differ morphologically by all
that sunders the vegetable from the animal world, the diseases
form a clearly defined group in that they have a common obligatory host in man and the higher apes, and a common technique of attack and habitual mode of entry to the host? None
of the three diseases concerned is immediately fatal, nor are
their clinical effects such as to prevent or seriously to inhibit
the sexual act, repetition of which after infection is the essential
factor in the continued existence of each of the species. Another
element in the success of the two most important, gonorrhoea
and syphilis, which they share in common with other parasites
--such as those of tuberculosis, leprosy, trypanosomiasis, and
malaria-is the fact that the reaction induced in the host tends
to chronicity in the resulting “disease” and to a condition
closely allied to the carrier state; for this reason the problem
of prophylaxis becomes a matter not of days or weeks, but of
months or years.
Important from the strictly military point of view-which
was not greatly concerned with the infectivity of the soldier
-is the fact that little or no immunity is conferred save by a
continued state of [‘di~ease”.~
The disease subject. Momentous as are these biological
8 Venereal warts, condolomata and so forth, not being specific, are shown in the
table in this volume among “V.D. unspecified”. Clinically and pathologically the
knowledge of these diseases in 1 9 1 4 was little less complete than to-day
606 was
discovered by Ehrlich in 1 9 1 0 but was only procurable in Germany. The researches
that brought substitutes-novarsono-billion,
etc -do not call for particular mention.
Such technical refinements as the identification of the spirochete of syphilis by the
dark ground illumination, and detection of gonnococcus infection by the complement
deviation method, were known and practised before 1 9 1 4 .
‘The fact that syphilis becomes generalised bad little influence in the Army on
the problem of infection.
The infected towel of the gonnorrhoeal case and mug
of the syphilitic were both held responsible for occasional cases in the A I.F.
6 Even in gonorrhoea it is doubtful whether the parasite can be “carried” without
smne pathogenic effect The delegates to the Interallied Sanitary Conference in
1 9 1 8 were shown by Dr. Paul Vernes (whose succession to Fournier as world
authority on syphilis was prophesied a t the time by the French delegates) syphilitics who had been cured by his therapeutic campaign controlled by complement
deviation, and who had returned with a typical hard chancre.
I n gonorrhoea
reinfection and relapse were important factors in the military problem.
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factors in L e problem, they are not perhaps tBLemost important ones. The chance of success in life of these lowly parasites
has been immensely increased by the evolution in their host
of a system of social restrictions, especially, perhaps, of those
automatically consequent upon the co-existence of wealth and
poverty. Thus evolved the “prostitute class”---one of the major
medical problems of the war.
The social and “moral” aspects of the problem of “wastage”
from venereal disease were of very great practical importance and
are an essential part of the medical history of the war. The medical problem of “disease”-its nature, its manifestations, its prevention-is bound up with the very stuff and texture of human
life-the as yet mysterious physio-chemical state of matter that
enshrouds while it makes manifest the (‘soul’’ of man!
The study of the problems of disease here leads into
domains of human experience governed by laws that have
only an indirect relation with those that control those changes
in living matter, with the aberrations of which medicine is
chiefly concerned. Though public health and public morality
are not identical their relative significance may be a matter of
time and circumstance. It was no mere freak of imagination
that led Samuel Butler to conceive the idea of transposing the
sources of sympathy and revulsion respectively, by making the
people of (‘Erewhon’’ attach to unsound bodies the idea of
“sinfulness”, associated by us with unsocial acts, and making
the social delinquent the subject of sympathetic public and
personal prophylaxis. The endeavour to repress diseases by
attaching to them the stigma that with us follows the punishment for commission of a crime is not foreign to experience.
In the Great War, in respect of the important group of transmissible diseases with which this chapter is concerned thls
transposition did, in fact, occur. Men’s fear of infection led
them, while condoning the running of the risk, to condemn
as a pariah the man who contracted the disease.7
As the war progressed the achieving of victory became the
8“Thus at the roaring Loom of Time I ply,

And weave f o r God the Garment thou seest Him by.”
(The Earth-Spirit in Foust, from Carlyle’s Sartor Resartus).
7 Certain skin infestations associated with V D under the term “dermatological”
disease, in particular scabies, were the subject of a like transposition, but one less
dramatic because the chief factors in their transmission, promiscuity and filthiness,
were inherent In the performance of patriotic duties at the front.
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supreme goal to the greater part of mankind; it furnished
a moral incentive, in the light of which all other “moralities”the sanctity of human life, the restrictions that safeguard
sexual relations, even the moral value of Truth itself-were
assessed. Whether we like the idea or not, and whether or
not it was helpful to the real cause of the nation, the fact
remains that many women, not inherently “abandoned”, surrendered themselves partly in the belief that the loosening of sexual
relations promoted the winning of the war, or was, in a way,
a patriotic act. In every national army the most striking
feature of the V.D. problem in the War, was the rise to
prominence of the “amateur” prostitute.8 Curiously enough
the anti-social character of the venereal diseases incurred in
such “abandon”, and the obloquy attaching to them, became
accentuated, on the ground that they were subversive to victory
and inimical to national interests, rather than “immoral”.
Such was the background against which there was made
the very remarkable experiment undertaken by the D.M.S.,
A.I.F., General Howse, in the interests of the
Nap Army and the Australian nation in the preof action
vention or abortion of venereal disease in the
A.1 F. in Europe during 1916-19. In considering this it is
necessary in the first place to face the truth that in none of
the forces from the dominions, serving overseas, far from their
homes, of which figures are available, was the proportion of
admissions to hospital for venereal treatment less than 103 to
every 1000 soldiers.9 And (assuming that the bases of the
statistics are comparable, which is doubtful) the rate in the
Australian force was among the highest.
Two broad lines of action presented themselves: to minimise either the number of exposures to contagion or the risks
involved in such exposure. On the first princLines of
iple
were based ( I ) official military action
action
which endeavoured to reduce exposure by making infection a “crime”, and by exposing the moral “sin” by
* This was emphasised by practically every national representative a t the Interallied Sanitary Conferences of 1 9 1 8 and 1 9 1 9
n I t is probable that the number was considerably greater. Figures a r e available
for Canada, Australia and New Zealand It can be stated with assurance that the
experience of the South African force did not differ materially from that of the
others The proportion of men infected was not necessarily so high since the same
man may have been admitted several times
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publicity-a
kind of prophylactic blackmail; and ( 2 ) all the
action that could be taken by the Army authorities to promote
morale and morals, including the efforts by all means to
sublimate to higher ends this prodigious motive power in
human life, or to provide other activities for it. On the second
was built up the vast campaign of medical prophylaxis and
“preventive treatment”-of males in the army and of females
in the civil community.
Military measures. By the time the A.I.F. was transferred
to Europe the requirements of prevention, disposal and treatment were well known to its medical administrators, a,nd the
broad lines of the policy pursued in the force during the
latter part of the war had already been laid down. The first
line of action taken by the Australian Command and Commonwealth Government was to embody in Australian Finance and
Allowance Regulations a special military order dated 1st
February 1915, which laid down that “No pay will be issued
while abroad for any period of absence from duty on account
of venereal disease”.1° Concealment of V.D. was already a
“crime” (under Kzng’s R e p l a t i o n s 462 and Section I I of the
Army Act).
The punishment was a fierce one indeed and was made
the more severe by the provision that the pay allotted by the
soldier to his family was also forfeit, and must be made up
after his recovery before he could touch his own The forfeiture yvas entered in his pay book. This process involved, in
the soldier’s mind, the possibility of his “fall” becoming
known to his people in Australia, and was a greater source
of anxiety to him than the loss of pay. I t consequently resulted in a heavy “loss” of pay books, until the authorities
adopted a mode of entry which concealed the cause of the
forfeiture. As punishment for a military “crime” the incidence
of this order was very unfair. Cases of gonorrhoea which,
because of the local nature of the treatment, were retained
10 Though the intention of this order was clear, namely, the permanent forfeiture
of all pay while in hospital, the wording of the regulation was obscure. In December
1916 General Howse urged that its intention be made clear. A1.F. Order of I;
Dec ,’ 1916, did this and it was made applicable to coinmissioned officers. From this
date all members of the A I F forfeited pay while in hospital sufferin from V.D.,
officers also forfeiting field allowance At the end of 1917 it was rulefthat disease
contracted prior to enlistment, or hereditary and certified to as such by the D M.S.,
A.1 F., would not entail forfeiture of pay. Stoppage of pay for venereal disease
was not provided for in the British Army
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in hospital till well-that

is for a period of seldom less than
six weeks-were
heavily penalised as compared with cases
of syphilis, which after a few days’ treatment in hospital went
to military convalescent camps where the stoppage ceased.
The stoppage of all pay brought great hardship to those who
had made large allotments. Whatever may be the ethical and
military justification for and value of the provision and its
influence on Army wastage-all of which is very difficult to
ascertain-its
effect on the individual soldier was intense
embitterment. On the initiative of the British officer commanding a venereal hospital in France, the British AdjutantGeneral early in 1918 pointed this out to General Birdwood, on
whose advice the Commonwealth Government agreed that from
1st January 1918, stoppage of pay for V.D. should be 2/6 a day
with loss of field allowance for officers while off duty. This decision brought the A.I.F. into line with British procedure.
The influence of “moral” factors in limiting the amount of
venereal disease is very difficult to assess-though there is no
question of the paramount and urgent need
need for its limitation; but what may be said with
The
of recreation
certainty is that, despite striking exceptions,
the higher the morale of a unit the less V.D. there was in it.
It would indeed be difficult to refute the contention that this
was the most potent of all the influences availed of or available.
V.D. in the Army was pre-eminently a disease of leave-time,
and to dominion troops “leave” did not mean “home leave”.
This point was emphasised by the Australian representative at
the Interallied Sanitary Conference of 1917, and was accepted
by the Conference as cogent. It is indeed impossible to
exaggerate the importance and value of the efforts of the people
of Britain to make their country “a home from home” for the
dominion soldiers, or official activities of A.I.F. Headquarters
in London when, perhaps somewhat tardily, the importance
of such action was recognised. But, except so far as they
concerned the convalescent, all these were outside the direct
responsibility of the medical service.ll
“ T h e admirable work done in Egypt hy the Red Cross and Y.M.C.A., under the
initiatrve of Lieut -Col. J. W. Barrett has been referred to in Vol. I . The efforts
of Y.M.C.A., Comforts Fund, Red Cross and of many British men and women
demanded not less the thanks of the medical profession than the gratitude of the
soldiers and their nation
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The attempt made in 1917 to reduce venereal disease by
a campaign of lectures by a chaplain in the Command Depots
and among the units in France was probably worse than useless.
Neither the chaplain nor his addresses were such as to impress
Australian soldiers ; and, though some medical officers cooperated, no good results are reflected in the returns. Nor should
this be a matter for surprise; with Australians under such
conditions it is not the church parade and the sermon that
counts but the example of their leaders, chaplains and others,
and most of all the home influence and the instinct of cleanness ingrained there. The thousands of Australian soldiers who
did not bow the knee to Baal were far more influenced by
ideals of clean living and loyalty to their “people” in Australia
than by fear.
In civil communities the line of attack on venereal disease
depends in great
measure on the national attitude as to the
ethics of the matter. But the A.I.F. in Great
The
Britain at least, was free to work out its own
campaign
salvation unimpeded bv considerations other
than those of military efficiency. When, early in 1916, General
Howse took stock of the situation, he was assured of the
confidence of the combatant command of the A.I.F. and of a
free hand from Australia. He hated intensely V.D. in all its
bearings-as
he did alcohol;12 but on this as on all other
aspects of the problem of promoting military eficiency, and
saving the national purse, Howse’s outlook was wholly objective and pragmatic as to both methods and means. H e had not
been impressed by the practical results obtained in Cairo by
moral efforts and social activities-such as they were13-and
by education in the risks of incontinence and results of disease
unless these were combined with active measures to ensure
that men who might expose themselves to infection should take
such steps to protect themselves as should be done on contact
with any other kind of contagion. There were good grounds for
this impression ; and his reaction against punitive measures
determined the D.M.S. to exploit the procedure of regulating
and protecting the sexual act H e left it, perhaps unduly, to the
12 tieneral Howse was a rigid teetotaller
*8In some directions they were wise and vigorous hut organisation by units
themselves and their commanders was much too slight
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chaplains, the Y.M.C.A. and similar departments to develop
methods of moral suasion and the provision of ethical counterattractions.
There were ready to hand all the requirements for an intense campaign for prevention and treatment. For direct preventive measures the organisation of A.I.F.
Prevention
Headquarters
in London and of the depots in
and treatment
U.K. were available; for treatment the A.D.H.
placed in his hand an admirable instrument. I n Egypt before
the Australians came to France and their base organisations
to England, Howse had in hand an exact scheme of prophylaxis, drawn up by Colonel George Raffan, an officer of the
A.D.H., whom he attached to his own staff as special adviser
and supervisor in the campaign. The hospital itself could not
leave Egypt till later in the year.
In the United Kingdom General Howse had a free hand,
and within the scope of the civil law could make what experiments he wished. The formations in France, on the other
hand, were wholly outside his jurisdiction; and, in this as in
other matters, he was punctilious in observing his position.
Indeed the problem in England and France differed fundamentally: the incidence of V.D. in A.I.F. troops in France
did not greatly exceed that among the British, whereas in
Great Britain it was approximately four times as great. It
was, as has been mentioned, a disease of “leave”, and to an
overwhelming extent the problem of the A.I.F. now centred
on leave to London, just as in Egypt it had centred on the
troops’ leisure in Cairo.
Prophylactic campaign. On his arrival in Britain General
Howse found a system of personal prophylaxis already built
up in the A.I.F. there during 1915 under the D.D.M.S.
Surgeon-General Williams. O n this, as was his practice, he
built up his own scheme, which he based on two centres-( I )
Administrative Headquarters, Horseferry Road, to which all
men on leave from France, or on furlough after convalescence
in British hospitals, had to report; and ( 2 ) the depots where,
under the Australian Commandant, the A.D.M.S. had full
control.
The nature of the campaign cannot be better described
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than in a general review of the preventive measures taken
against venereal disease in the Australian Imperial Force given
by the Australian representative to the Interallied Sanitary
Conference in 1918:
As early as 1916 it was evident that the circumstances were special,
owing to the fact that some hundreds of thousands of men in the prime
of life have been brought 12,000 miles from their homes, and kept there
for several years under conditions of great restraint and frequently of
great danger and hardship, with occasional intermissions of leave with
money to spend and no home ties, and few restraining influences. The
Australian at home is not a loose-living man; but it was obvious that
very systematic and definite measures would be required to avert a serious
interference, by venereal disease, with military efficiency and also danger
to the future of the race.
The Medical Military Authorities were confronted with the alternative of a heavy and uncontrolled incidence of disease, or of making
use of every known method whereby it could be checked. It was recognised that the possibility must ba faced that the actual amount of illicit
intercourse might thereby tend to be increased, and that there was a
risk also of initiating a certain number into the knowledge of methods
which later might be used to prevent conception-undoubtedly a serious
matter in a country like Australia, whose vital need is population. But
the urgency of the necessity for strong action to prevent disease became
so evident, that it was decided that some risk must be faced, utilising at
the same time every means, moral, social and educative, to prevent harm
resulting from increased knowledge which might be gained.
The following is a brief account of the measures adopted in Australian troops in England:
1. Pobcy. ( a ) An educational campaign is carried out. ( b ) Prophylaxis is adopted and definitely advocated. ( c ) A system of “abortive”
treatment of early cases is maintained. ( d ) A special hospital is provided
for developed cases.
2, Organzsatiorr and Administrative Measures designed io carry otbt
the policy.
A. 0ficers.-(i)
An expert on early treatment of venereal disease is
detailed to organisc and control the system. ( t i ) There are attached to
units and Command Depots medical officers on whose keenness and knowledge the success of the scheme depends They are made as efficient
as possible by:
( a ) Clinical lectures and demonstrations at regular intervals in the
various abortive methods of treatment; ( b ) constant supervision by the
A.D.M.S. of the efficiency of early treatment methods in the lines; ( c )
the issue to all medical officers concerned of exact and detailed instructions; ( d ) ensuring that medical officers not only know their duties
thoroughly, but carry tbem out. This is ensured by the weekly rendition
by all medical officers responsible for early treatment of a precise report
on their work (on a form known as A.ZF. Form 587)
B. Early Treatment Orderlies.-One or more of the A A.M.C. personnel
in each Command Depot and Training Unit are specially trained in the
prophylaxis usually called “early treatment” of venereal disease, and
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also in abortive treatm’ent. They are responsible for carrying it out
under the supervision of the medical officer.
C. Instructions to Soldiers.-(a) All soldiers on leave from France, or
reporting at Administrative Headquarters from hospital, are paraded
before the medical officer at the “Early Treatment” Depot for instructions.
( b ) No soldier in the United Kingdom Commands can proceed on leave
without reporting to the M.O. for instructions. C.0’s cannot recommend
or approve leave unless the leave application has been initialled by the
medical officer.
( c ) Every soldier reporting to a unit in England is paraded within 24
hours to the M.O. In training units the R.M.O’s keep a nominal roll
of soldiers on leave with the dates on which they are due back. If they
are not paraded before the R.M.O. on these dates the C.0 of the unit
is communicated with.
( d ) Closest co-operatron is required between combatant and medical
officers.
3. Details of Working of the Scheme.
A . N,ature of Iizstructzon g i v e n : - ( i ) During the first week in each
month a lecture is given by the medical o s c e r to all ranks; which
includes, with an account of the diseases and the measures for their
prevention, a denunciation of the idea that continence is ever harmful,
or that incontinence is an essential attribute of manliness; and also a
warning of the danger of alcohlolic over-indulgence.
(ii) Before proceeding on leave, men are specially warned of the risk
of infection, are offered prophylactic outfits free of charge and, if wished,
can pgrchase condoms.
(iii) They are given a card of advice and instructed to attend with the
least possible delay for prophylaxis at an “Early Treatment” centre if
they have run risk.
( i v ) As regards ab’ortive treatment, when signs of the disease appear,
the chief points brought out in lectures and instructions are:-(a) That
if a soldier reports for abortive treatment within 12 hours of the first
sign of gonorrhoea, a cure is guaranteed within a week in 86 per cent.
(or if he reports within 6 hours an over 90 per cent.) of cases that are
proved by microscopic examination to be gonorrhoea ; and that the sooner
he reports, th,e more likely the treatment is to be successful. ( b ) That
a soldier has everything to gain and nothing to lose by reporting for
abortive treatment, as in the time (not .exceeding eight days) during
which he is retained in the lines for this treatment, he loses no pay, and
his name is not taken for the purpose of record.
B. The System of prophylaxis, i e . treatment where no stgizs are present.
( i ) Condom or prophylactic outfit is provided.
( i z ) “Early Treatment” Depots are established.
“Early Treatment” Depots have been designated “Blue Light
Depots”. At night a blue light shows their position in every unit lines,
and at Administrative Headquarters, London. No names or questions
regarding identity are asked; the Depots are open day and night.
C. System of “Abortive” Treatment, i.e. t r e a h e n t when definite signs
of disease are present.
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( i ) For Gonorrhoea. Three methods are in use: ( a ) Sealing up.
( b ) Massage. ( c ) Plugging.
For all these a silver salt (the best being Argyrol), and a Glycerine
of B. Naphthol (Bcnetol) are used as anterior injectlons, .whilst Pot.
Permang. is used as a posterior irrigation. The guiding principle is to
use as weak strengths as possible, and as f e w applzcatwns as possible
consistent m t h eficiency. Each case is judged alone according to the
degree of tenderness present and the irritation produced. The strengths
used are: silver salt, about 5 per cent., Benetol 1/60 to 1/150, and Pot.
Permang. 1/8,000. The microscope controls diagnosis and cure.
(ii) Syphilis and Chunc?;?id. Nothing but a saline dressing is applied
to any lesion, whether abraslon or chancre, so that a microscope examination can be made without delay and without interference with its value
by antiseptic applicataons. The demonstration of the causal organism
allows of a definite diagnosis being made in many cases where clinically
there is no final evidence, and frequently saves a delay of weeks in
commencing the so-called “abortive” treatment of syphilis for which
early action is essential. A chancroid in the early stage is likewise very
amenable to treatment

This outline presents the bare bones of an organisation
which, reflected as it was in some respects14 in every army,
had by 1918 become a prominent feature of
The scheme
war life. The base of the Australian scheme
in action
was tripodal-the soldier, the woman, and the
medical service. Its environment was the military structure of
the A.I.F. in U.K. and the socio-political structure of Great
Britain. Howse’s instruction to Australian medical officers was :
The success or failure of the campaign depends mainly on the zeal
and efficiency of the M.O. and the spirit in which he carries out instructions, comprised in the return (A.I.P. Form 587). It is the efficient and
energetic man behind the machine who gets the good results. A great
opportunity is offered you to reduce the casualties from a preventable
cause. Seek to impart the same enthusiasm amongst all your associates,
both combatant officers and N.C.O’s particularly. Your C.O. will give
you valuable assistance if you convince him of your earnestness.

Medical officers and orderlies concerned in this thankless
task did their duty loyally and with initiative and insight. The
following is a prkcis of the lecture which
Education
medical officers were required to give to the
officers and men of their units once in each month:
A. Denurzciatwn of thc &a that Continence is ever Harmful and that
Incontinence is an Essential Attribute of Manliness
Many of you have probably heard that it is somehow or other harm1‘Especially there were differences in the matter of abortive treatment of gonorrhoea. The practice in other armies is touched on later in thrs chapter.
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ful to the physical well-being to refrain from indulging in sexual intercourse. From the medical point of view, that statement is absolutely
false. Physically there is no necessity for it, and good health is not
injured by avoiding sexual intercourse. A false mental need foi sexual
gratification may be wrongly created by the mind dwelling constantly on
sexual matters, by stimulating the imagination.
Therefore, avoid
unhealthy literature, obscene pictures, sexual conversation and association with street-walkers. The finest and healthiest man is he who is
master of his passions, not their slave. Such a man, at any rate, will
not suffer the penalties associated with venereal disease. Some of you
who take the risk without exactly carrying out the instructions and advice
to prevent V.D. certainly will.
B. The Corttributory Effect o f Alcoholic Indulgence by Diminishing
Self -Control.
A man who drinks more than ts g w d for him is more liable to
contract venereal disease than a man who keeps sober. Once a man
loses his self-control ever so slightly, he is likely to be tempted, and
probably falls a prey to some prostitute who is almost certain to be
diseased. . . .
C. Description of Gmorrhoea, Syphilzs and Chancroid, m.th their Complicatzons, Sequelae and Effects on the Offspring. (Here followed a
description of Gonorrhoea, Syphilis and Chancroid). . . .
D. Insistence ~t the Need o f Prophylaxis and Early Treatment ana
the Danger of Concealment and the Use of Quack Remedies.
You m w understand why so much trouble is taken to impress on
you the advisability of taking proper precautions should you take the
risk of infection. No woman who will allow you to have irregular
sexual intercourse can be regarded as safe She has probably granted
the same favour to others. The amateur, no matter how clean looking,
is just as dangerous as the regular prostitute The street-walkers of
Leicester Square, Horscferry Road, Waterloo, and the Strand neighbourhoods, etc., are nearly all infected, and the same thing applies to any
large towns you may visit. . . . If you are unfortunate enough to get
venereal disease, or even if you have the slightest suspicion that you
have it, do not under any circumstances comceal the fact. Report a t once
to your medical officer. If it is early gonorrhoea, you will be admitted
to the “Blue Light” hut, and treafed up to eight days without loss of
pay-a great and valuable concession, for if you have reported immediately after noticing the first sign or symptom, a cure is practically
guaranteed. Every how’s delay in reporting is dangerow. . . .
E . Description of the Methods of Prophylaxis and Early Treatment at
“ B l w Light” Depots.
Now listen carefully to the means available to prevent venereal
disease.
French Letters. . . . (Described).
The “Blue Label” Outfit. . . . (Described).
You are advised also to report to a “Blue Light” Depot in addition.
This is frequently necessary, for under the stress of circumstances you
may not have been able to carry out exactly the method of using the
outfit and within the time limit laid down. However, do the best you
can, and don’t be shy of hurting anybody’s feelings by using the “Blue
Light” Outfit. Probably more than your feelings will be hurt if you
don’t.
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You must if possible report m . t h b 12 hours after the first connection. The sooner the better. A delay of 12 hours may be fatal. If you
can’t come within 12 hours come as soon as you can. An arrangement
has been made with the Canadian and New Zealand army authorities
whereby all “Blue Light” Depots in training camps or in London are
freely open to all Australian soldiers. You will be welcomed and treated
at the Canadian Depot in Southampton St., off the Strand, and at the
New Zealand Depot near Russell Square. The “Blue Light” Depots
established in every unit’s lines and at Headquarters, London, have saved
thousands of men from getting venereal disease.
Early treatment of venereal disease is available for all dominion
troops at any of the British camps, barracks, and military hospitals
throughout Great Britain and Ireland. If out of London ask any military
policeman to direct you to the nearest camp, barracks or military hospital,
where you can get early treatment.
F. The Importancc of each mota keeping fit f r o m the point of view of
Military Eficiency.
At this critical period, the Empire can ill afford to lose a man from
disease that is preventable. For the sake of Australian womanhood and
the welfare and happiness of the Commonwealth, keep your bodies and
minds pure, for venereal disease is the great destroyer of national and
individual happiness.

The attitude of man towards the problem of this disease
has recalled his earliest plea: “The woman tempted me and I
did eat.” Whether or not as a biological fact
The woman
the parasitic germs of venereal disease first
harboured in the female sex, on woman has always been laid
by man the blame for maintaining through the ages the continuity of these diseases. The gynaecologist and paediatrist
might demur, and even commonsense suggest that the supply
of women available for “illicit” indulgence by the promiscuous
minded male is created by the demand and by social conditions.
But until the War the “prostitute” class has always been held
to be the almost exclusive source of these diseases.
However this may be, it is certain that in the British
Armies in the Great War at first the problem of V.D. was the
problem of the prostitute. Both in Britain and France the crux
of the problem of venereal prophylaxis lay in the national
attitude towards sex, sex-diseases, and prostitution. These
were antithetic. In Britain the attitude was that popularly
ascribed to the ostrich : both subjects were t a b 0 e V . D . was
not supposed to exist save in “Lock” h0spita1s.l~The mischief
~

An eminent London surgeon in 1897 refused to accept as his junior a man who
specialised in these diseases
7
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was that the same taboo was extended to preventive medicine.
Since the bitter campaign which brought the repeal of the
Contagious Diseases Acts which permitted in India the registration and control of prostitutes, no legislation whatever was
permitted in Britain.16 Prostitution and solicitation were open
and unashamed. The public had become accustomed to the
importunity, reaching almost to violence, of women equipped
with every device that experience and the struggle for existence could suggest. The complacency with which this circumstance was regarded astounded medical officers from overseas.
The dominion soldier on leave in London, with money to burn
and without particular purpose save to obliterate the past and
to forget the future, found awaiting him a ready opportunity
to do so.
The introduction in Britain of conscription, and the pressure from the medical service and dominion Governments,
(which, however, in their own countries, were
British reforms
equally controlled by the prudery of voters)
compelled a change from this laisrev-faire. In May, 1916, the
War Office authorised the establishment of “Early Treatment” centres in all Commands. The dominions, faced with
the more urgent problem, “went the whole hog” afid authorised prophylaxis as well.17 Civil legislation was introduced
which prohibited offensive solicitation of soldiers and initiated
a campaign of free treatment for civilians. At a series of
Imperial Conferences on “Temptation to Dominion Troops”
18 I n Queensland
prostitutes were registered and systematically examined and
treated for gonorrhoea and syphilis. There can he no doubt that the chief factor
in the detestation of the C.D Acts was the one-sided attitude that placed on the
female sex the whole onus of maintaining the public health in this type of disease.
17 A battle royal waged round the use of the terms “prophylaxis”
and “early
treatment”. I n the Australian force ProPltylactic treatment was used t o signify the
employment of drugs or appliances before exposure to infection: early treatment
to the measures applied immediately after exposure to contagion to prevent infection
abortive treatment (gonorrhoea) to the special technique of treatment applied immediately on the appearance of symptoms, with a view t o aborting the disease. By
the British authorities “early treatment” was held free from any moral stigma
“prophylaxis” to involve the deliberate intention to the commission of an act whicd
in the civil code was a “sin” and on the military might lead to “crime” i e the
contraction of V.D I n the British Commands “Blue Light” Depots were established
but prophylactic outfits were not permitted. The Australian authorities detected no
moral difference, ethical or hygienic, between issuing t o a soldier a n “outfit” which
he might use himself before exposure to contagion, and providing him with well
advertised facilities for disinfection immediately after such exposure. To many this
appeared no more immoral than t o furnish a doctor with a finger-stall used for a
p v or a n antiseptic after it That the personal possession of an outfit might have
a psychological influence not contained in the knowledge of the existence of a “Blue
Light” Depot was accepted, but it was held would be offset by the advice not to
make its use necessary.
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the shortcomings of the British “authorities” were pressed by
dominion representatives with hysterical emphasis.
‘!&e curious emotional frame of mind engendered by
amow propre, ignorance and fear, in relation to these diseases, is well seen in the report to the D.M.S.,
Imperial
A.IlF. of the proceedings of a conference on
conference on
venereal disease venereal disease held at the Colonial Office
on 19th July 1918.
Mr. Walter Long (Chairman) asked Sir George Cave (Home
Secretary)’ to address the Conference.
Sir George Cave referred to legislation already enacted :
( I ) “That it was a punishable offence for a woman to solicit soldiers,
if such solicitation caused annoyance.” Already several convictions were
on record and he hoped for a great improvement in public morality as a
result of this legislation.
(2) “Women known to be prostitutes could be removed from the vicinity
Qf the camp where they were a source of danger.” This was a big help
and had already been beneficial.
(3) Further legislation is in the embryonic stage, which, it is hoped
will be of some assistance, and he asked for suggestions and ideas for
consideration to help the authorities in framing new legislation
The Canudtan Political Representatavr had much to say regarding the
promises and hopes of the last Conference, and that nothing effective
He wished to know whether any additional
had been accomplished
steps were being actually taken, and if so, what were they. The segregation and treatment of infected women was referred to, but no practical
solution offered. Great emphasis was laid on something must be damand that the Canadian Government would never send another army for
another war if they thought the troops would be subjected again to the
same risks of disease
Mr. Walter Loltg asked for information to determine whether V.D.
had increased or decreased since the war commenced, and what was-the
relative incidence of V.D. in civilian and military circles.
D.G.M.S. stated that in 1913 the V.D. percentage in the British Army
was 5.3 per cent., whereas now it was little over z per cent. Several
members discussed the question of civilian v. military, and it was agreed
that civilians were more diseased than soldiers.
Mr. Ian Macplzerson (Under Secretary of State for W a r ) stated that
it was the intention of the Colonial Office to further the establishment
of Early Treatment Clinics amongst soldiers, and in towns frequented
by soldiers. It was not intended to advocate the use of prophylactics
before connection. He further stated that General Pershing intended
to place all mrvisons tole‘ries in France “out of bounds” for American
troops. At present only those at ports of disembarkation are “out of
bounds”.
Mr. Massey, N.Z. hoped that his countrymen would never be degraded
by the adoption of any system of prophylaxis. H e spoke with great
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emphasis on the necessity of doing all that is possible to prevent the
spread of V.D. and the downfall of the Empire.
Sir Joseph Ward, iV.2. hoped that the C.D. Act would never be revived.
He wished to be reassured by some announcement of the Government
that everything possible is being done to protect the troops, as th’e people
in New Zealand are very disturbed and have expressed considerable
anxiety about sending their sons to face the risks of destruction through
venereal disease.
Lieut.-Colonel Rufu’an (representing the D.M.S., A.I.F.) in reference to
the removal of prostitutes from the vicinity of the camps-stated that the
women were merely caused to travel from one camp area to another,
and not eliminated as a source of infection.
The Conference closed without any satisfactory solution being offered
or arrived at, and agreed that much is to be hoped for from past and
future legislation.

The picture conjured up by the politician of hordes of
female harpies in wait to exploit for gain the simple lads
from overseas can only be excused by the strong emotion
engendered by the subject, the circumstances of the war,
ignorance of the facts and the desire to throw the blame os1
someone else. Venereal disease, as statistics show, was not
more prevalent in Britain than in the dominions.
The technique of the anti-V.D. campaign in the A.I.F.
was changed from time to time, but only in matters of detail.
At the end of 1917 Colonel Raffan returned
Course of
to his unit, but he was recalled at the begincampaign in
the A.I.F.
ning of 1918 on account of the increase in
the incidence of the disease following an
initial improvement. In May he was sent to France to advise
on prophylaxis in the Australian formations and in Paris.
The two officers chiefly concerned in the campaign, Colonel
McWhae, A.D.M.S., A.I.F. Depots in U.K, and Colonel
Raffan, have summarised results as follows.
A.l.F.
After
stating that the pressure of urgent events
in England
in 1916 held up to some extent the campaign
at the Command Depots, Colonel MiWhae says:
From March 1917 onwards abortive and prophylactic treatment was
organised in all units, and the prev,entive methods were thoroughly
carried out. During the year following the commencement of “Early
Treatment”, the number of patients in hospital was lessened by practically
one-third . . . from 2,047 in January-March 1917 ( 3 - 6 6 per cent. of
strength), to 1,168 (or 2.8 per cent.) in January-June 1918... but during
the last six months of 1918 the number in hospital practically returned
to its original percentage. It is therefore hard to form an accurate idea
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of the ,exact extent to which the measures were successful in combating
the disease. During nineteen months ending December 1918235,277 soldiers went on leave from A.I.F. Depots.
171,277 cards of instruction were accepted.
142,609 prophylactic outfits were accepted.
168,563 attended for prophylactic treatment.
12,128 attended for abortive treatment.
8,173 were reported as cured after showing signs of disease.
I n order to control the results of the (abortive) treatment (of
gonorrhoea) more accurately, in August, 1918, all abortive treatment of
relapses was prohibited, and soldiers who had finished abortive treatment
were kept under observation for a further period of nine days, being
examined on the third, sixth and ninth days after stoppage of treatment.
A record of the resdlts was kept on cards. In October, 1918, 1,459 of
these early treatment cards were scrutinised with the following results :( I ) In I O ~ , repeated microscopical examination showed no gonococci.
95 were discharged to lines cured. 7 were admitted to hospital for
treatment.
(2) In &I cases, gonococci were found in the discharge, of whom 332,
i.e. @ per cent., were discharged to lines cured. 149, Le. 31 per cent.,
were admitted to hospital far treatment of V.D.
(3) 640 cases were not microscopically examined. 472 (74 per cent.)
were discharged to lines cured. 168 (26 per cent.) were admitted to
hospital for treatment.
Thus it would appear that approximately 70 per cent. of proved
gonorrhoea cases were aborted.

Though medical officers concerned and able to judge
were convinced that a large amount of disease was prevented
in those that incurred the risk, it cannot be said that, taken
as a whole, the results were such as should determine a precedent. As Colonel McWhae wrote :
~

Despite these measures which were carried out by medical officers
and orderlies with wholehearted enthusiasm, V.D. maintained a comparatively large hold on A.I.F. troops.

:

The following table shows the percentage of venereal
disease among the A.I.F. in England from 18th January
1917, until 7th March 1918.

1

Average Percentage of
Soldiers in Hospital.

Period

From
From
From
From

18.1.17 to 15. 2.17
22.2.17 to 15. 3.17
22.3.17 to 31.12.17
3.1.18 to 7. 3.18

. . . . . . . . . 3.7 per cent.

. . . . . . . . . .
..........
. . . . . . . . . .

3-62 per cent.
2.6 per cent.
2-34 per cent.

A contemporary note on these figures says:
The percentages shown above are not absolute.

The strength of

-

-

-

,-
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troops in depots in U.K. is taken only, whereas the patients in hospital
include soldiers of the Australian Flying Corps, attached to British
units, soldiers on fur1,ough from hospital and soldiers on leave from
France, who do not receive organised instruction similar to the troops
from A.I.F. Depots in the United Kingdom, amongst whom the present
incidence is well under 2 per cent.

An account of the A.I.F. campaign given by Colonel Raffan
to the members of the British Demobilisation (Infectious Diseases) Committee, 27th February 1919,is recorded as follows :
In London from August, 1916, to February, 1919, 222,882 attendances
were recorded a t the London Early Preventive Treatment Depot. For
a period of six months the average weekly attendances in the United
Kingdom (18 E.P.T. Depots) was 4,823. The average monthly admissions in the U.K. for three months in 1918 were June 1,667 (6.07 per
thousand), July 975 (j.84 per thousand) August 1,063 (6.27 per thousand). In the earlier part of the war the admission rate had been nearly
double--about 130 per thousand p,er annum
It was hardly possible to judge the effect of any single one of these
combined measures [the campaign as described]. H e [Colonel Raffan]
believed that without these measures V.D. would be enormously greater,
but how far the numbers were kept down by prophylactic measures, by
early preventive treatment, or by abortive treatment, it was impossible
to say. Although the results of prophylaxis did not show a very marked
diminution in the number of hospital cases, he thought the methods were
of value because the number of men attending the Blue Light Depots
had greatly increased, and the number exposed to risk was probably
much larger. Men were now more reckless. Where, by accident, in
France a unit arrived in a town before the Blue Light Depot had been
set up, there was an immediate increase in V.D., and the rate was
markedly higher where prophylactic methods wer.e not well organised.
“Amateur” infections had been greater than professional, but the Australians’ view of what was a “professional” was rather uncertain, and
of late more came from this class.

Before turning to the special hospitals and treatment the
course of the anti-V.D. campaign in the A1.F. in France
must be touched on. There the situation
British
in respect of venereal prophylaxis reflected
practice
the objective and realistic outlook of the
in France
French people
on matters of sex.18 The French
.
system of prophylaxis was based on the “m’sons toCMes’’,
and on the belief that regular inspection and treatment would
greatly diminish, if not abolish, the risks of infection from the
- I n Dr. Paul Vernes’ Clinic, syphilitic patients, male and female, were in the
same waiting room and discussed their problems without restraint.
Gonorrhoea
cases were regarded differently by Frenchmen. In its case the sexes were segregated
as being real “venereals”.
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registered women. In the B.E.F. inspection was carried out after
identification by the soldier of the woman by whom he became
infected. It may be said at once that, from the point of view of
the A.I.F., the results of this system were far better than those
secured under the latsser-faire outlook of Britain. Certainly over
the whole period under review, of cases treated in France, by
far the greater number caught the disease in England.lg
There were, however, two very weak spots in the French
system. First (as acknowledged by the French representative
at the Interallied Sanitary Conference) gonorrhoea in the
female could not be detected with certainty, and even when
detected was exceedingly difficult to “cure”. Second, it was
seldom that an Australian soldier could be induced to “give
away” the woman,-even though informed of the fact that she
would be subject to no hardship thereby and given the best
treatment.
Malisons toltrtes were not out of bounds to troops of the
B.E.F. as they were (despite strong objection from French
authorities) to the troops of U.S.A. Infection
*.I.’. practice of men of the A.I.F. in France was insignifiin France
cant until late in 1916,when Amiens became the
social centre of leave for troops of the B E . F . in the Somme
area. The Australian divisions were in the midst of the extreme
trials caused by wintering in the mud of the battlefield. How
acute the problem became can be judged by a letter from Major
E. R. Cordner, No. 51 General Hospital, to Colonel Victor
Hurley, of Howse’s staff, dated 6th January 1917:
What I wished to speak of was this and I want you of course to
treat this letter as entirely private and confidential and not in any way
official. We have noticed here a remarkable number of cases coming
in from Amiens especially among Australian troops and nearly all of
th’em are gonorrhoea1 in origin. Really the incidence from there has
been appalling. One sits at the table seeing the cases and asks where
the patient got the disease and the answer is again and again repeatedAmiens. It seems from the men’s stories that they get leave and go into
Amiens and tben come back and pass on to their pals the addresses of
the houses where they have had connection. Their pals follow and each
gets V.D. of some description.
I might tell YQU that when I came here from No. 18 General Hospital
’OIt should be remembered, however, that Australians had little leave in France
except occasionally to Paris and, during some periods, In considerable numbers to
Amiens
(See in this connection also 8. 172 )
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the number of patients (including those transferred from there) was
roughly 1,000, whereas at the end of December the number was over
1,600. In other words an increase of over 600 in 5 weeks, of whom
nearly half came from Amiens; and of these 600 practically all were
Australians. The hospital has orders to increase to 2,000, and it seems
that we will increase beyond that also, for the cases are still rolling in.
The men seem to think it is their duty to get V.D. They really consider
it a joke altogether and laugh and rag one another about it.
I am enclosing to you a statement issued by the hosp’ital to the
M.O’s here, and I am sending it with the permission of the O.C., but on
the distinct understanding that I am not writing officially but simply to
bring to your notice things which may not yet have reached you and that
may be of some use.
I am very interested in the treatment of the diseases; but it seems
very little use when there is no attempt to get at the cause, for we shall
soon be swamped and it will be just a case then of routine work with
no chance of, special work.
And another thing, if I am not boring you-we do not get the cases
until 8-10 days after the disease is recognised. Every day beyond 3
after the disease comes out puts about half a week on to the treatment.
But I suppose I am giving you stuff that YOU know all about already;
but I feel it very strongly, and it makes one sick to see 1,200 Australian
venereals to 400 British venereals when one knows that this base is
perhaps the biggest British base in France. . . .

From February onwards special steps were deemed necessary on account of the supposed undue proportion of Australians reporting with V.D. This was done by cutting leave in
units that showed more than 3 per cent. of venereal cases in any
one week, and stopping for six months the leave of any man
infected. “Blue Light” Depots were established and prophylactic treatment given in the units. This system was continued
throughout the war and at the beginning of 1918 was organised
by Colonel Raffan as adviser to the D.M.S. The nature of the
trouble there is shown in a monthly report of Major D. M.
Embelton on V.D. in the 2nd Division in March, 1918:
187 cases during the month as against 82 the previous month. Steps
are being taken in the battalions to educate the men about V.D., its
dangers and pnevention, but so far have not proved its value. Blue Light
rooms are available in all units, but most V.D. is contracted on leave
which has been liberally given.20

The problem of Paris leave, one of the most talked of
features of the V.D. problem but one of the least important
so far as the A.I.F. was concerned, calls fop mention only to
Discharged patients were often retained in casualty clearing stations as stretcher-

bearers.
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record the admirable work done there by the representative of
the Canadian force, Captain Walker, C.A.M.C.21
I n France, V.D. cases when convalescent from hospital or
from the forward areas were frequently used as stretcherbearers but for reasons of discipline and treatment the system
was troublesome.22
In England, until the end of 1915, A.I.F. patients were
sent to the various British V.D. Hospitals. Early in 1916 the
“Great Peter Street Convalescent Depot” was
Treatment
equipped and staffed to wotk with the British
hospitals
in England
unit at Dkan Street, which was staffed by
eminent British specialists. Some admirable
work was done in this improvised unit exploiting, particularly
in gonorrhoea, the vis medicatrix naturae. It was also here
that, for a short time, there was initiated one of the two
successful experiments in “social” treatment that are referred
to later in describing social measures.
But on the arrival of A.I.F. Headquarters from Egypt
General Howse decided that the conditions were unsuitable,
and arranged for members of the A.I.F. to be admitted to the
British hospital at Bulford, on Salisbury Plain. In August,
1916, the Australian Dermatological Hospital from Egypt, havvenereals left behind by the Australians
ing disposed of ~ , m
there, arrived and took over Bulford on Salisbury Plain. A full
equipment of instruments and appliances required for the
specialist treatment of these conditions on modern lines was
provided by the Australian Red Cross Society. Thenceforward
every case of V.D. in the A.I.F. that occurred in or was sent
Colonel Raffan noted on l a August 1918’
“Pans Area.
The organisations in Paris to care for the soldier on leave a r e
excellent The four large residential hotels including Y.M C.A hostel are attractive
and well patronised.
“E.T. Depots are established a t the Caserne de la PCpini&re and a t the residential
hotels including the Y.M.C.A. building Captain Walker, a Canadian M.O. supervises the medical arrangements, and also talks to all men passing through the
barracks, about the dangers of acquiring V D., etc H e is doing excellent work for
the A.1 F. men on leave and is gratified by the manner in which Australians pay
heed to his advice by reporting for prophylaxis
“Elaborate arrangements are made in Paris whereby soldiers on leave can spend
their leave to the best advantage Daily excursions in Paris and its neighbourhood,
Versailles etc. are arranged
Each party is personally conducted by a lady guide
from the k M C.A. hostel.” The work of Miss Ettie Rout for the troops has been
much criticised but was a real h z l p t n many
88 I n September, 1 9 1 7 . discharxcd 7\
11 patients were being used at No I A C.C S.
as stretcher-bearers On a4 November 1 9 1 7 . the 0 C , No z A C.C S. noted the
men attached doing very good work end their condition improving. I n January,
1918, 56 convalescent V.D’s reported for treatment and duty a s general duty
orderlies. I n February, 1918, go V.D. convalescents were attached to No. I,
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to Britain, including those in whom “abortive treatment” in the
Early Treatment Depots had failed, was sent here.
The Australiart Dermutelogical Hospital.
The history of the
“A.D.H.” reflects the banal tragedy and social cruelty that surrounds
venereal disease. Only to the initiated few does “Bulford” conjure a
picture of scientific enthusiasm, earnest endeavour and clinical work of
conspicuously high standard.
And it must be confessed that the forlorn and unhopeful outlook,
imposed on these hospitals by social custom in civil life and continued
in the war, was not relieved in this A.I.F. unit by any obvious sympathetic
consideration from A.I.F. Headquarters.
Neither the difficulties of
clinical treatment, nor the already sufficient disabilities imposed upon the
patients by the nature of their disease appear to have been realised there.
Admirably staffed in Australia, the unit, when in Europe became tu a
considerable extent the unhappy dumping ground for the disciplinary
posting of medical officers and other ranks regardless of their special
qualifications. The C.O. was chosen by seniority in the service and took
nu part in the technical work. Like the bulk of the profession, Gen.
Howse held (rightly or wrongly) that the specialists in venereal disease
brought to the treatment, in particular of gonorrhoea, refinements of
technique that had little reflection in clinical advantage over simpler
methods. I t must be said that these refinements were perhaps unduly
exploited. A criterion of cure ( e g . of chronic “gleet”) was set that
was higher than in civil life, and the duration of treatment prolonged
thereby.23

The establishment of the hospital is shown elsewhere (Volume I I , p p . 829 and 911). The unit was originally established
in I 9 1 5 with 100 beds. When it was transferred to Bulford
(Volume I I , Map p . 452) it took over as a “going concern”
premises used for the same purpose by the R.A.M.C. In July,
1917, additional huts were erected, the War Diary for the
month recording-‘(on March 28th the establishment was raised
to that of a General Hospital of 1,040 beds. The original
establishment being quite inadequate for the 1,200 patients
then under treatment”.
It was organised in three sections, with separate provision
in each for officers and other ranks: ( a ) acute gonorrhoea,
syphilis and scabies ; ( 6 ) complicated cases of gonorrhoea ;
( c ) chancroid, and all cases of disciplinary detention.
An indication of the work of the unit can be obtained from
figuses given at the end of the chapter.
“ I t is but right to point out that this matter of
than military wastage. A curious feature of V D. in
of men which went so far as refusal on board ship
military standard o f cure, as laid down by the War
factor of infectivepess.

“cure” had other involvements
the war was the #anah attitude
to use a common urinal. The
Office, took full awount af t4e

.
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Clinical methods. I t is unnecessary to say more on this
matter than that every feature of diagnosis and treatment
known at the time was exploited here. The development of
abortive treatment was peculiar to the Australian Service. Results useful to military efficiency were secured by it, but where it
failed or relapse occurfed the subsequent treatment was made
more difficult and sequelae in the form of stricture seem to
have been more common. As put by an officer “from the
military point of viEw it was ‘O.K.’, from the clinical ‘pas
b o d ”. In the unit itself the treatment of acute gonorrhoea
was standardised and from the beginning of 1918 was put
under direct charge of the officer in command of the technical
division, who advised the O.C. regarding the introduction of
experimental lines of treatment by juniors.
T h e Convalescent Training Depot. Perhaps the most important constructive innovation was the scheme started in May, 1917,for combining
treatment and training by transfer to a special depot at Parkhouse to
receive, treat and train syphilitic patients. After July, this was applied
also to men with gonorrhoea. The purpose in the latter case (says a
report) was to interpose a test of training before return to duty. Patients
in this depot carried out their training in the usual way, and the stoppage
of pay therefore ceased on transfer to the depot, which was under
combatant command. The average number in the depot’was 388, and in
18 months ending December, 1918,3,865 syphilitic and 3,889 gonorrhoea
cases passed through During the 12 months ‘endedJune, 1918,the medical
officer in charge gave 14,867 intravenous injections of novarsonobillon.
Practice made the offioer and his team of four A.AM.C. orderlies very
expert, and with six tables in operation they would average 1 0 0 injections
per hour, and 120, and sometimes much higher numbers were reached.

Military ofenders. Military offenders with venereal diseases
caused vast trouble at Bulford until the arrangement was made
for their transfer to a wing of the Lewes Detention Barracks,
where an Australian medical staff was installed and a ward
equipped. Each six months approximately ZOO cases of gonorrhoea, 90 of syphilis, and 130 of scabies were treated here.
Until July, 1917, A.I.F. venereals were treated without
demur in No. 39 British General (V.D.) Hospital at Havre.
At that date 46 per cent. of the total patients
Treatment
under treatment in that unit were Australians.
in France
In August the accommodation available for
V.D. in France was overtaxed-there were 6,100 beds for 8,028
patients and Sir’ Douglas Haig, with the concurrence of
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General Birdwood, asked that an Australian V.D. Hospital be
established. General Howse had the staff, but properly demurred
to the cases being housed, as was proposed, in bell-tents.
Instead four Australian medical officers were attached for duty
to Nos. 51 and 39 British General (V.D.) Hospitals. In May,
1918, the question of a special Australian unit was again
raised by Haig’s Adjutant-General ; but this time the personnel
was not available. Howse, therefore, proposed the transfer
of Australran cases to Bulford, but this conflicted with the
British policy of retaining all V.D’s in France. Accordingly a
wing of No. 39 was staffed by Australian medical officers.
This again proved a failure. Treatment at a V.D. Hospital
necessarily involved problems of discipline, and, for good discipline Australians required Australian officers. The Australian
idea of discipline, admirably suited for fighting, did not lend
itself readily either to the prevention or the treatment of V.D.
Ultimately in December, 1918,Howse had his way, and V.D’s
from France went to Bulford.
The following table shows the source of infection of all Australian
cases reporting in France during the four weeks ending 30th December
1916. During this period short leave to Amiens was being very freely
given (See VoL-II, Chap. v.)
United Kingdom.”

London ..
Rest of Englaid
Scotland . . . .
. . . .
Ireland
Total

......
......
......

. . . . . .

France.
210

291
47

Amiens . . . .
Rest of France

I9
-

. . . . . . . .567

Total

......

. . . . . .

277
283

. . . . . . . .560

One of the vast changes in the social life of European
peoples that followed the Great Warz5 was a changed outlook
on sex among the British peoples. In this re‘‘ Social ”
action from prudery there may have been
messuren
elements-perhaps
passing ones-threatening
the safety of the social structure, but there can be no question
“ T h e men who contracted the disease in France were drawn from the whole
A.I.F.; those in U.K. from the comparatively small number of men “on leave”.
The relative distribution of the three diseases were.--Syphilis
10.66 per cent.
Gonorrhoea 68.25 per c e n t , Other V.D and N.Y.D. 21.09 per cent. I n connection
m t h the last it is of interest to note that non-venereal urethritis was not uncommon.
= T h e philosophic and social history of the war in its entirety and of its results
is still to be written and it is one fcr which the times and the manners are ripe.
Books like Brave New World have not the historic foundation. studies like AN
Quiet, Good-bye to All That or Hirschfeld‘s Sexual Hwtory give glimpses only.
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but that in the sphere of preventive medicine the result was
wholly beneficial : in Australia, at least, a rational outlook and
a scientific public health legislation resulted largely from the
realism of the war.
The following facts illustrate the development of a progressive
attitude in the Australian Army towards the problem of these
diseases. At the beginning of the war the order issued to the
“military guard” of the barbed-wire compound in which venereal
cases were camped on the Egyptian desert at Mena were:
All patients will wear a white band on the right arm. The hospital
is in quarantine and the O.C. Guard will take all measures to ensure its
isolation. H e will post four sentries one at each front of the hospital
lines. A flying picket will move among the tents and a picket on the
southern side of the hospital near the latrines. He will be responsible
(inter alia) that th’e sentries are properly posted and alert and d a not
speak to patients; that no patient is allowed to leave the hospital lines
or receive food or other article from outside ; that nu visitors are allowed
into the lines; that personnel are admitted only on production of their
identity disk ; that any unauthorised person entering or leaving is placed
in the guard-room.

Mitigated though it often was by the medical command,
this fierce discipline was normal and was held to be necessary.
While it may be conceded that a small proportion of these men
were actual “criminals”, it is certain, and deplorable, that this
attitude that treated them all as criminals had often an evil
outcome. The type of men who were put under this guard
are thus described by the medical officer in charge of them?
The following are the result of careful personal enquiries from the
first 300 patients under my charge in No. 2 A.S.H., January, 1915. The
vast majority were youths, some still in their teens, others in the early
twenties43503 per cent. had been infected for the first time. The
greater number of these assured me they had been ignorant of the risk
they ran. I have reason to believe most of them. In those early days of
the A.I.F., education of officers-medical, clerical and combatant-and
men in regard to sex hygiene, the risks of illicit intercourse, and the
effects of venereal infection, was not effectively undertaken. (There
was) a harmful and erroneous belief among many officers and men that
venereal disease is easily cured, and that continence is harmful to health
and that it is unmanly.

Of the short experiment of “socia1~’methods, which as
previously stated was made early in 1916at Great Peter Street
mMemorandum by’ Maj. B. T. Zwar, A.A.M C., No. 2 A . S H . S e e thq lame
officer’s article in, the M.J.A., 5 July 1919, “The Army Medical Service and the
prevention of venereal disease”.
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Convalescent Depot for the A.I.F. in London, the medical
officer2?then in charge notes :
There are two typical methods of venereal prophylaxis just as there
are two lines of venereal treatment, which in the early days of the war
and under some officers in their extreme form contrasted as two wellmarked and opposing attitudes. They may be termed ( a ) the Punitive
(or aggr,essive) and ( b ) the Constructive (or expectant).
(a) Punitive method. The contraction of V.D. was regarded as a crime
to be punished. The man must lose his pay, and the hospital must be to
some extent a penitentiary, a dread of the consequences of sexual misconduct must be imposed by these and other such methods. The man
must have his disgrace kept well before him; it must be well branded
in his pay book. The natural consequence-concealment of disease was
bound to follow, but was to be heavily punished if detected. It may be
objected that this statement of punitive prophylaxis is too crude and
insisted that only concealment was a crime. But practically the patient
was often made to feel like a criminal and the deterrent motive appealed
to was fear-fear of losing his pay-of being found out by his p e o p l e
of losing the respect of other men-of
the r0utin.e of a V.D. hospital
and its grisly sights and circumstances. Complete loss of self-respect, tending to reckless living often resulted.
( b ) The constructive naethod. The methods described above are now
much altered and no longer in the ascendant. Reform and wiser ideas
are coming as in prison life and the best municipal prostitute hospitals
abroad. (This attitude presumes) that every man has a “vis medicetrir
naturae” working for health of soul as well as for health of body. This
was the underlying principle of the administration and discip1,ineat Great
Peter Street Convalescent Depot. Everything was done to subject the
men to home-like influences; they had freedom in the a f t e r n a n and
evening and could visit friends, go to theatres, ,etc.; and we got up
entertainments for them and brought thmem into friendly contact with the
personnel of the concert parties. W e had flowers and pictures about, a
fine billiard table and a comfortably furnished reading and writing room.
Some feared that through the place being made such a comfortable
home men would deliberately delay cure to stay there. No doubt, a few
fellows played up; amongst a large number you will always find a few
too thoughtless and too selfish to play the game; but they were only
a few and did not represent the tone of th’e place at all.

But the most striking experiment in this direction-indeed
one of the most spectacular successes in the handling of
Australians that the war furnished, an example
The succes8
of high and permanent value-was that underof Langwarrin
taken in Australia by Captain W. T. Conder
at the camp, or later, hospital at Langwarrin in Victoria to
which V.D. cases in Australia were sent. The following is an
authoritative account.
B M a j . J. W. B Bean, A A M . C .

’

‘
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Langwarrin was originally a camp for prisoners of war.
The first V.D. patients were sent there in March, 1915, from
overseas ; later came more returned soldiers and, with men
called out of the local camps, the numbers rose rapidly.2s
It is understood that the Defence Department gave to the
Victorian Government an undertaking that, if a camp for the
housing and treatment of venereals was formed in Victoria,
it would be made so secure that the men could not get away
from it while in a state of infection. There was a popular
belief that returnees from Egypt had contracted a particularly
virulent form of infection.
Consequently, until August 1915, Langwarrin was treated
as a “prison” hospital. The men were herded behind barbedwire enclosures, and two hundred militia men were employed
as guards. There were three or four officers jiiiilitia) and about
as many doctors. The accommodation was miserably unsuitable ;
the round tents then universally used were old and leaking and
unfloored, and, in wet weather, damp and muddy. For bedding
the men had only blankets and rubber sheets and they were
dressed in oddments of uniform and plain clothes. The small
medical staff found it impossible to treat the men adequately.
There was no proper water-supply; all the water was carried
by train from Mordialloc and thence by water-cart to the camp.
The lack of bathing facilities implied habitual personal uncleanliness. The attitude of the public and authorities towards the
men was that they were “Untouchables”. Naturally they were
disgruntled, spiteful and insubordinate. Recovery under such
conditions was difficult and slow-in
some cases impossible.
What the patients endured before treatment began to be
remedial can only be conjectured and the unhappy men continually broke camp despite the barbed wire and armed guard.
Conditions at Langwarrin were changed by the collaboration
between a wise and humane old soldier, Brigadier-General R.
E. Williams, Commandant of the 3rd Military District, and a
hard-working young soldier, Captain Con’der, Camp Commandant. The idea which these men shared was that of restoring
Langwarrin patients to health and self-respect by improving
See table on p . 178 The policy of returning to Australia every soldier who
contracted venereal disease-which obtained during the first year of the war-was
stopped in Oct. 1 9 1 5 on the initiative of Gen. Fetherston, acting D.G.M.S. On
Dec. z z the Australian Dermatological Hospital was despatched from Australia.

.
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their treatment and environment and converting the “prison”
camp into a hospital and sanatorium.
A t first the attempt was made to adapt the old camp to
its new purpose by all sorts of arrangements and contrivances.
But it soon became evident that nothing short of the creation
of a new camp would enable those responsible to make such
arrangements and build such an organisation as alone could
be expected to result in the proper discipline so necessary for
good medical results.
In place of tents, wards were built. Langwarrin ceased to
depend on water-carts when boring was carried out in the
camp reserve and wells sunk and an adequate supply of water
was obtained. The Red Cross Society built a commodious bath
house with furnace and boiler apparatus to provide hot as
well as cold showers for all. In the same building there was
a large irrigation treatment room in which it was possible to
treat 96 men every ten minutes. This enabled the bulk of
routine treatment to be done in squads under strict supervision,
which freed the medical staff for more scientific treatment of
the individual case.
The new camp was not only cleaner, but more attractive
than the old. It was laid out in garden and lawn, with a recreation hall built by the Y.M.C.A., and a Red Cross hall for
entertainments. The public became interested in the camp and
gave chairs and tables, books and cupboards and billiard tables.
The buildings were painted and electric light installed. There
were picture shows and camp shows with stage scenery made
and painted by the patients, and a band was. formed and played
regularly. Sports were organised and interests for the men
created. The camp mascot was a beautiful pony; other pets
were deer, kangaroos, swans and guinea pigs-living
things
to appeal to the sympathies of the men.
T o break the “prison” tradition the guards were removed ;
the patients provided, their own guard. Under the regulations
a V.D. patient sent to Langwarrin drew no pay. From February
1916 all patients who acted as orderlies and who did guard
duty were paid at the rate of S / - per day, I/-, per day being
paid while they were at the V.D. camp and the balance of 4/per day for each day’s duty being paid on return to training
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camp when cured and fit for duty. The figures below show
how this attempt at the restoration of the men’s self-respect
was justified.
A W.L.

1916
1917
1918

~

4
-

......
......
......

Offences dealt with
during year.

Deserters.

926
199

33

1916
1917
1918

. . . . . .

......
......

88
22

nil

1916
1917
1918

. . . . . . 1,487
. . . . . . 497
. . . . . . 108

The number of patients who passed through the camp from
March 1915 to June 1920 was 7,242. More than 6,000 patients
discharged from Langwarrin went overseas on active service ;
they won 400 decorations, including a V.C.
The work of the medical staff at Langwarr;in and their
remarkabIe success in shortening the period of remedial treatment and adding to the scientific knowledge of V.D. have been
favourably noticed. This work was done with due attention to
economy, and the total average cost of drugs used from the day
of entry to the day of discharge was reduced from about f 3
to Ig/I+d. per man. It may be added that the appointment of
a dental officer facilitated the work of the medical staff. Every
man’s mouth was examined when he arrived in camp, and
although dental treatment was conspicuously successful in
syphilitic cases, there is reason to believe that the improvement
in patients suffering from other diseases was at least in part
attributable to dental treatment. As far as it was possible all
patients left the camp dentally fit.
From a prison, Langwarrin was transformed into a hospital
in which patients in surroundings both mentally and physically
attractive could recover from one of nature’s Cruelest punishmerits, and where science and sympathy could triumph Over
righteousness.,The effort was to mend and help every man sent
there, to send him away a wiser human being, a decent citizen
and a better trained soldier than when he entered the camp.
The figures shown on the following page show this success
in tabular form. The Royal Commission that enquired into the
administration of the Defence Department reported in March
1918 on the work:
These results are eminently satisfactory and of a most encouraging
nature from a medical standpoint; but the percentage of locally contracted cases [;.e. those occurring in Australia] is alarming, and calls for
drastic action.
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The purely negative method of dealing with the problems
of venereal disease was always of questionable value among
Australians. Social conditions in the Australian Dermatological
Hospital improved towards the end of the war. In the matter
of prevention, in conjunction with other deterrents, such as the
fear of infection, the various forms of penalty-return
to
Australia, stoppage of all leave, loss of commissioned rank,
stoppage of pay, entry in pay book, publicity, penal camps, etc.
-may have reinforced more worthy inducements to avoid
risk, or to take precautions. The value o f these however in

limiting ,the incidence

of V.D. in soldiers on actiye service
must still be looked on as problematical. In the armies of other
nations also there appears to have been, as the war went on,
less and less reliance on fierce disciplinary measures.
For the purpose of comparison the methods adopted and
results achieved in other national armies have been epitomised
as follows :”
Greet Brztain. The British War Office relied at first chiefly on
disciplinary measures, greatly relaxed for officers. From May, 1916
“Earlv Treatment Centres” were formed in the ComOther
mands in Britain and ultimately the War Office made
national
provision for prophylaxis (called “Early Treatment”)
armies
almost as exact as in the dominion forces, except that
prophylaxis hef ore contagion was not authorised
officially. On the civil side soliciting was regulated, and the prostitute
hustled about. An organised scheme of treatment, especially of syphilis,
was launched in the “Venereal Disease Act, 1917”. The difficult problem
of “606” substitutes was tackled with, notable success.
Canada. The history of V.D. in the Canadian Corps is a remarkable
one. In their dreadful experience on Salisbury Plain in the winter of
1914-15the rate per 1,000pcr annum of V.D. ran up to 222. Thereafter,
by an admirable constructive campaign the rate was reduced progressively
to 81 per 1,000’ a figure which (though more than double that of the
British Army)30 was almost half the Australian and New Zealand. The
chief features of this campaign are summarised in the Canadian Oficial
Medical History (Macphail), p . 293, as follows :
“A special department was organised in the Canadian Service to cope
with venereal disease. Education was considered the most important prem The sources a r e B n t r s h . Official Medical Histories, British Canadian N m
Zealand. French. MCdecin Inspecteur GCneral A Mignon, Le kerolicc de’ Santl
fi ndant la guewe 1914-18 German. Sanitbtsbericht uber das Deutsche H e w im
$eltkrrege
1914-18, Band I l l .
Useful data are contained in the confidential
report of the British delegates and delegates from the overseas dominions to the
Sanitary Conferences of the Allied Powers, 19x7, 1918 and 19x9. and official ProcPr
Verbal of these.
”British figures are based on hospital admissions, which do not appear to have
been controlled by systematic parades.

1915.

1916.

1917.

1918.

British’ troops :
In Britain
,.
In B.E.F.
..

23-51
29-65

29’73
18-23

31-93

33-36
32-36

Australian troops :
In Britain
..

134’05

In B.E.F.

..

58.7

25-60

148.1

129-2

7a.6

59.6

137.12
63-65
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Anrericon Expeditionary Force. The history of venereal prophylaxis
in the A.E.F. is a matter for a book rather than a paragrapk In no
force was a more determined and systematic effort made to control these
diseases and in none, except the German, was the “liberty of the subject”
held of less account where the efficiency of the force was at stake.
A communication to the Interallied Sanitary Conference, 1919,
states: “The principles upon which the control af venereal disease in
the A E.F., has been based are :
“ ( I ) Diminution of contact with infected women by active opposition to prostitution, and putting out of bounds for A.E.F. soldiers all
places where prostitutes are known to ply their trade.
“ (2) Early medicinal prophylaxis after illicit intercourse.
“ (3) Punishment for contracting venereal disease.
“(4) Education upon the subject of sex hygiene, venereal diseases
and alcoholism.
“ ( 5) Provision for wholesome recreational and athletic opportunities.”
Punishment is effected by :
“(a) Trial by court-martial in every case of venereal disease,
whether or not the prophylaxis has been taken. If prophylaxis is taken
within the first hour after exposure it is 1 0 0 per cent. successful, and if
within three hours it is g8 per cent. successful.
“(b) A more Severe penalty if there is no record of having taken
prophylaxis.’’
Other general disciplinary measures were combined with this, the
whole protective system being controlled by regular inspections, and
“surprise” inspections also were made. Remarkable local successes were
achieved. Thus at Bordeaux the average rate per 1,000 from December,
1917, to May, 1918, was 150-180. Registered houses were then put “out
of bounds” and the rate fell to and remained at between 60 and 80.
I n spite of all this V.D. was one of the most serious medical problems
of the American force in the War. According to the American Oficial
Historj31 the pre-war rate in the Army was 91 per 1,000 per annum and
prophylaxis was compulsory. In the war, out of 3,515,464 “admissions
to sick report for disease” in the American Army, “respiratory diseases”
(1,159,177,representing 26.63 per cent. of the “total number of men in
the Army” or I in every 3.5 men) came first: venereal disease (357,969:
I in every I I men) “was responsible for the next largest number of
admissions”.32
France. The broad lines of the French system of venereal prophylaxis have been indicated. Direct measures were left to the individual.
In 1918the French repr,esentatives to the Interallied Sanitary Conference
“emphasised strongly the large part which was being played by ‘illic,it
prostitution’ ” and the “difficulty of devising really practical measures
for controlling its prevalence and results”. “Post-coitus cabins” had
been a failure-“the men would not use them”. In the civil community a
wide camDaign of free treatment was initiated.
a~ Vol. I X , fifi. 67 and 263.
as The American figures were presented to the Allied Conference with refreshing
lucidity and ingenuousness. The sources of the figures were given; relevant facts
were noted, as, for .example, that they were based on compulsory inspections, not
on voluntary reporting; and the rates were stated precisely, as at per I,OQO per
annum of strength.
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Figures for the French Army (Mignon Vol. I V , p. 724) are shown
hereunder :
Rate per

1,000

per annum.

I

(Figures for 1914-15 not available.)

Army in the Field

I

Armies Of the
“IntCrieur”.

I

Total.

Italy. Chief reliance s,eems to have been placed on the control of
prostitutes. But the delegates reported that “The results of close surveillance (of these) do not affect the main cause of the spread of venereal
diseases which is found in ‘clandestine’ connection which has increased
since the war began.” Post-coitum cabinets had proved useful.
Actual figures for the Army are not available; in the Navy the V.D.
rate in I917 was 38, and in 1918 35 per 1,000 per annum.
On the civil side as in France and Britain a campaign of treatment
was undertaken.
Jufma. In the Japanese Navy syphilis had much decreased since 1895,
gonorrhoea very little. In 1914 V.D. occupied second place in the list of
diseases, but it was stated at the Interallied Conference that “if consideration is given to duration and severity they should come first”. I n
the war all the recognised deterrents and prophylactic measures were
used. They included stoppage of pay, personal prophylaxis, sports and
active exercise, lectures, books, amusements and so forth.
Germany. It is not easy to arrive at exact figures for the German
Armies owing to the difficulty of understanding their system of recording
casualties. The following table is taken from Sanitatsbericht iiber das
Dezitsche Heer im Weltkriege 1914-18, Band I I I , Table 141. It appears
to present the figures up to July, 1918 of admissions for V.D.

=

hei dem Feld
und Besatzungsheer
(Field Army and Army of Occupation)
Year of War.

1914-15
1915-16
1916-17
1917-18
1914-18

..

..
..

..

..

93,787
137,478
134,342
158,162
523,769

21’1

20.6
18.5
22.2

82.2

132,359
ISI,W
173,882
214,810
703,043

29.8
27.2
24.0
30.2
110.3

The following prophylactic measures are described :
**The term be% der Trwfipe seems to be the equivalent of treatment in regimental
establishments, m die Lazarette, in the hospitals of the Army and lines of communication.
The German statistics from field returns cease in July, 1918: those compiled by
!he Archives, in 1933 The table above appears to be based on the former.
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( a ) Soldiers.
Health inspection for contagious diseases every 14 days or more
often, particularly before going on leave and on return to the front.
Instructions to junior officers, N.C.O’s and men by Olffcers of Health
on the dangers, prophylaxis of this infection and dangers of alcohol.
Installation of the necessary prophylactic material in institutions.
Declaration of the disease and indication of the source of disease.
Immediate evacuation to special hospitals.
( b ) Civilian population in occupied zone.
Strict control of visits to houses of prostitutes.
Compulsory treatment of affected women.
Prostitutes to have photograph of themselves with date of last examination stamped on it.
Strict military surveillance of publia houses.

The following statement is characteristic of the attitude
of less responsible elements in German literature of the
war.
“Of all the warring nations Germany was the only one to undertake
anyth,ing resembling a systematic solution of the problem and to apply
what had been learnt from the experience of past wars . . . England,
whose army and navy had always shown a record number of venereal
diseases, a fact strangely overlooked or neglected by its puritanical
morality, just saw a further spread of venereal diseases, and the French
standpoint was, from the outset, rather anarchistic.”34

An ingenuous search of the literature does not disclose
justification for these claims; and it is fair to say that it is
conclueion from reflected in official histories only in a general
the foregoiw
attitude of self-conscious superiority.
In every force these diseases came very high among the
causes of Army wastage. The general impression gained is
that the human male does not differ greatly in the several
civilised communities engaged in the w a r - a n d that, as
Sherman said, “War 4s Hell”.
After the Armistice the concentration of troops round
Charleroi awaiting their return to Australia called for special
measures at the front. The reaction from war
After the
service tended to increase the disease, and the
Armistice
fact that the troops were about to return to
Australia raised a pressing national problem. Social and moral
activities were vigorously fostered; for example the work of
i

P

T h e Semal History of the World War, Edited by Dr. Magnus H&chfeld, p. 92.
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the Y.M.C.A., and Comforts Fund. An order issued by the
acting A.D.M.S. of the 2nd Australian Division (Lieut.-Colonel
A. M. Wilson) on 14th December 1918, says:
In the Charleroi area are living about 400 prostitut,es “legitimised”
by the Belgian authorities. These women are subjected to a fortnightly
examination by a Belgian doctor and are supplied with registration cards
As far as can be ascertained there is not a very large proportion of
V.D. amongst these women. The greatest danger is from the “unregistered” prostitutes who frequent the streets. Large numbers of these
women have venereal disease and they are not subjected to any medical
examination. Many of them have been placed in a special hospital by
the Belgian authorities as they have infected soldiers who have been able
to identify them. About 200 of these women have already been segregated. Dur’ing the German occupation of the town, no attempt was made
to deal with these women and very little supervision was exercised over
the German soldiers suffering from venereal disease. All troops so far
billeted in this area have suffered severely from the ravages of the
disease and a t present there are many cases in the C.C.S. set apart for
venereal cases.
In view of the above facts it is ,extremely desirable that energetic
steps should be taken to prevent the spread of the disease among the
troops of the Division.
The following suggestions are made :
I . A vigorous propaganda should be conducted among the men pointing
out the great dangers of contracting V.D. in Charleroi, especially from
unregistered women.
2. Special steps should be taken to ensure that all men report to the
“Blue Light” places immediately after undergoing risk of infection,
delay of a few hours is fatal to the success of the treatment.
3. The greatly increased risk through men combining their sexual
pleasures with alcohol.
4. The immediate establishment of “Blue Light” places in the new area
and the communication to all ranks of the location of those “Blue Light”
places in Charleroi.
5. The great value of “French Letters” as a preventive of venereal
disease.

The D.D.M.S. Australian Corps (Colonel Barber) naively
records of this time that :
“Blue Light” Depots were established in all towns visited by the
troops, including Brussels, Namur, and Charleroi. During an inspection
of the three depots in Charleroi it was found that they had dealt with
12,000 patients (Australian, British and Canadian) in the previous week,
thus showing their necessity, and that they were fully appreciated by the
troops.

The prospect of early return to Australia of some 250,000
troops of whom a considerable proportion had suffered from
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venereal diseases opened u p f o r the Australian Government
and for the A.1.F.-another ‘andvery important
V. D. and
aspect
of the V.D. problem. In March, 1919,
Repatriation
Colonel Raffan presented to General Howse a
memorandum of which the following is an epitome :
The most important question of all is the existence of large numbers
of soldiers who have been treated for V.D. but who are not yet cured.
It is estimated that in each of the 5 Divisions there aro 250 soldiers
who require treatment for syphilis, and slightly more cases of chronic
gonorrhoea. . . . This means that apart from the 2,000 now in hospital
there are 2,000-3,000 men who require further treatment.

“In the interests of public health” he advised that all penalfies
be abolished as from the time of the Armistice, and that invitation
be extended to all men who had had venereal disease, whether or
not it was believed to be cured, to report the fact and undergo
special treatment before return to Australia.
This was given full effect. The problem of chronic gonorrhoea was found almost insuperable. For syphilis a systematic
campaign was undertaken, in the field units in France and the
A.D.H. in England. The course consisted of
6 intravenous injections of novarsenobillon, 45 gramme (or its equivalent) at intervals of 7 days.
6 intramuscular injections of mercurial cream at intervals of 7 days,
alternating with the intravenous injections. The time occupied will thus
be about six weeks.

This was ordered to be undertaken “not less than 8 weeks
after the termination of any previous treatment”. Provision
was also made for acquainting the authorities in Australia of
the condition in each case. Many availed themselves of this
treatment and the action proved most useful in the case of a
number who had wrongly believed themselves cured.
Transports to Australia. The arrangements made for the
return of venereal cases by transport during the war, the
provision made in Australia for their reception and treatment,
and the problems furnished by them in connection with invaliding and pensions are discussed in the chapters on transport to
Australia and on “Repatriation”.
The tables at the end of this chaptei- disclose a high incidence rate for V.D. in the A.I.F., as in other national Armies:
heavier in the Australian and other oversea troops, far from
their homes, than in the British. The figures will discourage
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those who (doing a great disservice) attach unwanted haloes
to the very human heroes who fought and died in the Great
For, whether we like it or not, the fact must be faced
that the soldier involved in the heat and cirEthics: and
cumstance of “battle, murder and sudden
c ommonsense
death” in particular in a war of attrition, must
be regarded differently from the same man in peace. He is
chained to the. treadmill and so long as he may must tread it,
and a sordid task begets sordid passions. For the purpose of
war we set loose in some men at least, the primitive instinct
of “blood-lust”; and we should not wonder if the artificial bars
that in man’s social life tend to restrain or sublimate the “sexlust” are also thrown down.
The great experiment conducted by General Howse on the
advice of his specialist was certainly less effective than it would
have been had the responsibility for the constructive promotion
of morale through amenities, recreational and social, been
wholeheartedly accepted by the medical service. The negative
campaign of prophylaxis would have been greatly helped by
such positive measures.
The result of the Australian experiment makes it clear that the
command of man over himself and over his fellows will need to
be increased to a degree not yet within sight before racial freedom from the venereal diseases can be hoped for ; at least this is
likely to be the case in nations in which not only war,but the
normal social economy of peace produces a mode of life in which,
for very many citizens, promiscuous intercourse or celibate continence are the’ only alternatives to “marriage on the dole”.36
The following figures are derived from various sources,
official and unofficial. They are as correct as the records
permit; but must be accepted E. and O.E.
Additional
Venereal statistics are notoriously subject to
statistics
errors of omission and of commission. It can
be said at least, of those presented, that they result from an
honest endeavour to reach the truth.
SJ They would have afforded e.g , little support to the demand for public apology.
made and obtained at pain of prosecution, for a quite correct statement made in the
public Press regarding the incidence of the diseases in the A I F. But they will
not abate one jot his regard for the force or for its men in any man who is in the
habit of looking life in the face
WThe great majority of Australians would probably marry and have children if
they could afford to do so It is not without sigmficance that the A.I.F. brought
back to Australia about 18,ooo wives. children and ,6ancdes
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Rate per 1,000 per annum of meam average strengfh of A.I.F. ouerseas admitted to hospitals f o r treatment vf venereal disease. All theatres.

I

Year'

1915
1916
I917
1918

Mean Average Daily
Strength

~~

....

....
....

....

1915-18
average

Admission rate per
1,000 per annum.

Admitted to
Hospital.

..

73,616
169,525
222,510
201,431

4,046
13,531
19,305
15,656

54.96
79 82
86.76
77'72

154,960

52,538

84.79

*

Percentage af A.I.F. overseas admitted to hospital for freatment of
venereal disease on more than one occm'on.
Relapses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16.38 per cent.
Re-infections . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.55 per cent.
Re-admissions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22.93 per cent.
Rate per 1,000 per m w m of mean average strength of A.I.F. overseas admitted to hospital f o r treatment of vewreal disease excluding
re-admissions or relapses.
Gross total admissions
. . . . 52,538
Less admissions for relapses . . 8,605
Total incidence during 1915-1918.. 43,933-70.87 per 1,000 p.a.
Adwisdom rate to hospital for venereal dtsease of members of the
A.I.F. in Egypt during 1915, and Egypt, Sinai and Palestine during
1916,1917 and 1918, shown as rate per 1,000 per annum on average daily
strength.
Average Daily
Strength

Year.

1915
1916
1917
1918

....
....

Admissions to
Hospital.

Rate per 1,000 per
annum.

133.41
137.7
53'3
1~9.6

30,327
42,424
16,469
18,050

....

....

Admission ra.te to hospital fod venereal disease o f members o f the
A.I.F. in the United Kingdom and B.E F., shown at rate per 1,000 per
annum ow average daily strength.

1

U.K.
B.E.F.
U.K.
B.E.F.
U.K.
B.E.F.

....

....
....
....
....

....

Year.

1916
1916
1917
1917
1918
1918

1
,

Average Daily
Strength.

41,199
59,978
@i792
118,454
35,912
110,031

I

Admissions to
Hospital

4,146
3,521
9,932
8,595
8,I 8738
6,459

I

Rate per 1,000
per annum.

72.6

-

59.6

This rate is based on the last three-quarters of the year
sn These admissions include transfers from hospitals in France
87
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Comparative rates of admisnon to No. 1 A.D.H., Bulford, from the 3rd
Awtralian Division and the A.I.F. trahing battalions between July and
November, 1916 (153 days) shown as rate p er 1,000 per annum o f strength.

I
3rd Aust. Divn.
A.I.F. Troops in U.K.

Average
Strength.

Admission rate
per 1,000 p a .

Admitted to
Hospital.

626

75.73

2,526

164.10

19,772

Details obtained at Early Treatment Section, London, f r o m men reported
f o r such treatment.
Intercourse with Professionals . . . . 28,637- 70'74 per cent.
,, Amateurs
.. _ . 11,843- 29-26 per cent.
Fatal
. . . . . . . . . . . . 40,480-100.00 per cent.
Percentage of cases admitted tw No. 1 A.D.H., BuZford, who acquired
venereal disease during year ended February, 1919, in London and ekewhere in U.K.
Acquired in London . . . . . . . . . . . . 63-97 per cent.
,, Glasgow . . . . . . . . . . . .
4-92 per cent.
Edinburgh
. . . . . . . . . . 4-31 per cent.
,, Other towns
. . . . . . . . 26.80 per cent.
100*00per cent.

.. ..
..

Admissions to N o 1 A.D.H.,Bulford (Venereal and Obh,erInfectious Diseases) from March, 1917 t~ March 1919, showmg from where admitted.

1-1 F:2& 1
Command
Depots

Year

1918
191940
Totals

4,083
5,025
912

10,om

B.E F.
Leave or
Transfer

Admln.

1

82I
1,715
3236
59772

31
62
37
130

Training
Battnlions
etc.

Total
Admissions

4,132
2,602
1,228
7,962

9,067
9,404
5,413
23,884

Average duration, of stay in No. 1 A.D.H., Bulford, for various types
o f venereal disease.
Xancroid and

Period

Gonorrhoea

1917
April-June
July-Sept.
0ct.-Dec.
1918
Jan.-March
April- June
July-Sept.
0ct.-Dec.

..
..
..
..
..
..

Average

..

17.3 days
20

I7
39
44
28.5

..

"From March to December on

66
46.9

..

,,
'From

I

I

52'2

,,

January to March only.

,,

..
1,

,,
,,
,I
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Drtails of prophylactic and early treatment given at A.I.F. Depots, U.K.,
and at Early Treatment Section at A.I.F. Administrative Headquarters,
Horseferrv
.~ Road. London,. .from June 1917 to Junc 1919.

1 ::f:: I I 1
Narnol

Number
Number
Condoms reported
received
issued
for Early Prophylct. Abortive
Treatment Treatment Treatment
~~~~~

Percent-

after
signs

~~-

London
Depots

47,472 64564 213,064
225,508 132,261 209,823

223,424
143,107

Total

272,980 196,825 422,887

366,531

-___---

I NzT:~1
439

654

16,671 12,504
-12,943 74‘7

17,325

NmE.-Those
shown as cured by the abortive method were not
admitted to hospital and are therefore not included in the figures for
venereal disease show,ing rates per 1,000 per annum.
Admission rate to hospitals, compounds, etc., f o r venereal disease o f
members of the A.I.F. in Australia (excluding m m returned from ovcrsew for treatment) shown as rate per 1,000 per annum on awerage
daily strength.

I

~~

strength
Average

I

Admissions to
hospitals etc.

I

hi&’&:r

Average for
1915-18

Proportion of men examined during the “Call Up” in October, 1916, in
Australia, found on examination to be infected with venereal disease.
Number examined
. . . . . . . . . 141,100
825
Infected with syphilis . . . . . . . .
. . . . . .
Infected with gonorrhoea
1,975
Proportion infected
. . . . . . . .
19-8per 1,000
Ages of men admitted to Venereal Hospitals and Compounds in Australia.

Under

,,
1,

,,
1,

I
2

3
4
5

month
months
,f

,,
,,

. . 44.4 per cent.

..
* *

..
*

26-5
14.6
6.1
4’2

,,

19
,I
11

Under 6 months
1,
7
,, 8
,, 9 ,,
9,

..

1.8 per cent.

..
..

1.0

1,

0.8
0.6

,,

,,

